SuperGee Fuselage Pod
MD 02 May 02

- Radio Shack mini-jack for on/off and charging plug
- Uni CF stiffeners
- HS-50
- 4 AAAA NiMH 200 mAh (21 g)
- slip-on nosecone
- recommended deeper pod for more servo arm and batt. room
- 8.75mm horns
- Quantum-6 RX (14 g)
- Uni CF stiffeners
- basswood
- epoxy+flox boom +2 deg rel. to pod
- Post housing tubes in wing, 4 layers 1.7 oz bias Kevlar
- CF tube post
- 1.5 oz glass on center seam, 2 layers, 1/4", 3/8" wide
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- Use many more keep tow tight, wet out during
Fine 1K tow pulled from 3oz CF cloth works best. Use many more tow wraps than shown in sketches. Keep tow tight throughout wrapping process. Wet out during wrapping process (not afterwards).